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Abstract
Many organizations have collected large volumes of data which are often stored in
relational databases. Now that object-oriented database management systems
(OODBMSs) are becoming mature, many organizations also want to benefit from
object-oriented technology in general and OODBMSs in particular. One general ap-
proach to migrate to object technology is to divide the process into two phases, whe-
re the first one transforms the relational into an object-oriented schema and the
second one migrates the data into the object-oriented database system. Our ap-
proach differs from comparable approaches because it provides assistance in both
phases, while other work considers only the first phase. In the first phase, we use
transformation rules to construct an object-oriented schema  which is semantically
equivalent to the relational schema. In the second phase, the schema transformation
information is used to generate programs that migrate the relational data into an
object-oriented database. The concepts of both, schema  transformation  and  data
migration  are  implemented  using   O2   as   the  OODBMS.

1 Introduction

Many organizations have collected large volumes of data which are often stored in relational da-
tabases. Relational database systems (RDBSs) [EN94] consist of a relational DBMS (RDBMS),
a relational schema and a database. A database is structured into relations whose elements (tu-
ples) are in turn sets of atomic attributes. Tuples can reference each other by foreign keys. Hier-
archies and relationships are implemented by joins. Applications, usually written in imperative
programming languages like C or Cobol, can access a database using the (embedded) declara-
tive language SQL.

The two major drawbacks of RDBSs are that complex structures cannot be modelled directly
and theimpedance mismatch between the type systems of (object-oriented and imperative) pro-
gramming languages and database schemas. As a response to these shortcomings, object-orient-
ed database systems (OODBSs) have been proposed [ABD+89]. In these systems, data is stored
in the form of objects which are identified by system-maintained and usually invisible object
identifiers (oids). Objects reference each other by references (i.e., pointers). The specializa-
tion/generalization relationship can be modelled directly by inheritance, and aggregation can be
expressed through complex relationships. Moreover, in contrast to RDBMSs, class-specific be-
haviour can be modelled in OODBSs. This short summary already shows that the relational and
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the object-oriented paradigm are too  different  to  migrate from  one  to  the  other  automatically.
The  motivation  to  introduce  OODBMS is the impedance mismatch between the object-oriented
data model and the relational schema.

Now that OODBMSs are becoming mature, many organizations using object-oriented technology
also want to benefit from OODBMSs. In other words, these organizations want tomigratefrom rela-
tional to object-oriented databases and database applications. Migrating to object technology
[Gra95] consists of reverse engineering of the application programs and migration of the database.
The goal of database migration is to have an equivalent schema and database available under the new
OODBMS. This can of course be achieved through manually coded transformation programs, which
however is a complex and error prone task. Remain three kinds of approaches how to make use of
object technology for relational databases:
• building an object-oriented interface on top of a relational database system,
• migration to object-relational database systems [Sto95],
• converting the relational schema and database into an object-oriented one.

The first approach retains the relational database and creates an object-oriented interface on top of
it. This approach is the easiest one (and existing class libraries exist for this purpose); there is no sys-
tem interruption for data migration, and no semantic information is lost. On the other hand, perform-
ance decreases due to the “impedance mismatch” between the two paradigms at runtime. In the
second approach data has to be migrated in responsibility of the DBMS (e.g. Oracle version 7 to 8),
and object-oriented features can be applied only when extending or modifying the schema. The third
approach is database migration where a new schema under a new OODBMS is created and the data
is migrated from the relational database to the object-oriented one.

Each of the three possibilities has advantages and disadvantages. Especially in the third one, an
underlying method and tool support are critical for successful migration. In this paper, we present
such a method how to create an object-oriented schema incrementally from a relational one. In con-
trast to the other approaches, migration to an OODBMS also requires migration of the database. Par-
ticularly, the process of schema transformation should determine how to migrate the database, i.e.
the instance migration program is generated based on the schema transformation. In this paper we
present our approach towards a systematic migration which is intended to meet the following re-
quirements:
• to provide for methodical support of the migration process,
• to assist users in transforming relational schemas and databases,
• to allow users to extend the method for schema transformation,
• to exploit the full set of OODBMS-features,
• to cover properties of the migration itself such as correctness and completeness.

Note that we consider the database schema and instances, but not application programs. Migrating
these programs not only means to convert DBMS-calls in programs, but in addition requires the re-
engineering of imperative programs into object-oriented ones and the re-construction of user inter-
faces. Thus, to a large extent re-engineering of database application programs is a special case of
software re-engineering and will be possible once this task will be better understood and supported
by tools.

The paper is organized as follows: In Chapter 2 related approaches are discussed. An overview of
our migration process is presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 contains the concept for schema transfor-
mation and data migration. It explains the formal notation with which the transformation rules are
defined. Tool support for the migration process is sketched in Chapter 5. The implementation of the
prototype is described in Chapter 6.
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2 Related Work

Several approaches for mapping relational to object-oriented schemas have been proposed so far.
Most of them present a formalism with which the relational schema is transformed more or less au-
tomatically to an object-oriented one. A brute-force solution (pursued, e.g., in Pegasus [AAK+93]) is
to simply map each relation definition to a class definition and to consider the relation instance as the
class extension. This approach can be automated and gateways from some OODBMS (e.g. Object
Store, O2) to relational DBMSs already exist. The drawback of this solution is that the object-orient-
ed database system is used in a “relational” manner and that many of the object-oriented features are
not exploited. Other approaches [CS91, YL93, And94, PB94, BMP94,  FV95, Joh94, VA95b] con-
sider object-oriented concepts like references or inheritance, but due to a non-interactive schema
transformation, the resulting object-oriented schema still “looks rather relational”. A design environ-
ment for interactive schema transformation is sketched in [JSZ96]. In general, existing approaches
do not (yet) regard data migration.

Schema transformation needs information about the semantics of the relational schema, such as
• a classification of relations and attributes,
• inclusion and foreign key dependencies, or
• possible candidate keys [EN94].

Often, this information is not directly available from the relational database system (i.e. cata-
logue). In this casesemantic enrichment has to be performed. Semantic enrichment can be seen as a
special area ofreverse engineering [DA87,  CBS94]. The reverse engineering process cannot be
completely automated. User interaction is necessary when ambiguities occur and domain semantics
cannot be inferred. Reverse engineering in general may start with analysing DDL code, queries or
applications.

In [CBS94] a methodology for extracting an extended entity-relationship (EER) model from a re-
lational database is presented. They analyse not only the data schema, but also data instances which
contain detailed information about the application domain. The relational schema is extensively
classified into different kinds of relations, attributes, and inclusion dependencies. Based on this in-
formation, the entity and relationship types can be identified. Hainaut et al. [HCTJ93, HTJC93,
HEH+95] present an extensive methodology for database reverse engineering. Few approaches re-
gard also queries in the relational schema  to extract additional semantic of the relational schema
[VA95a, JSZ97]. Reverse engineering in [PTBK96] starts with analyzing the equi-join queries em-
bedded in application programs and by querying the database.

Up to now there is no approach which considers a complete migration process, i.e. semantic en-
richment, schema transformation and data migration. Some approaches do not even take advantage
of all object-oriented features like the Pegasus project [AAK+93].

3 The Migration Process

In this chapter we introduce our notion of the migration process in general. The starting point of da-
tabase migration is a relational schema and database in a relational DBMS. The result is an object-
oriented schema and database in an object-oriented DBMS.

Our approach assumes precise information about relation and attribute definitions, inclusion de-
pendencies and relation “types” (i.e. weak or strong). Sometimes, this information can be obtained
from the catalogue or the DDL-code. In many cases, however, it is not available from either source
and thus must be specified by the user. The phase of gathering additional information about the rela-
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tional schema is called semantic enrichment, and forms the first phase of the migration process. Se-
mantic enrichment cannot be done automatically and the semantic information cannot be checked
for correctness. Data analysis can be performed in order to check whether the current database
would satisfy the semantic enrichment. Input for the second step is thus a relational schema enriched
with correct semantic information.

The second and third step areschema transformation anddata migration. To implement schema
transformation we introduce the concept oftransformation rules. A transformation rule transforms a
part of the relational schema, in the following calledpattern, to a part of the object-oriented schema.
For example, a foreign key dependency can be transformed to apart-of relationship, or a relation can
be transformed to a class.

Schema transformation is an iterative process as shown in Fig. 1 where a user incrementally cre-
ates the object-oriented schema by applying a predefined set of transformation rules. In each itera-
tion step, the user can choose among possibly multiple applicable transformation rules. Schema
transformation rules are subdivided intoclass creation rules andattribute creation rules The result
of applying class creation rules is a class structure consisting of classes and the inheritance hierar-
chy. Attribute creation rules determine the structure of these classes. The correlation between sche-
ma transformation and data migration is shown in Fig. 2.

Data migration is divided into two separate processes. In the first step, calledinstance creation
process, the instances are created, and in the second step, calledattribute assignment process, values
are assigned to the attributes of the instances. The values of some attributes may contain object refer-
ences and this separation ensures that these object references exist when the attributes values are
computed.

repeat
for each transformation rule determine applicable pattern
select transformation rule/pattern
execute transformation rule/pattern

until no more rule applicable

Figure 1: Process of schema transformation

Figure 2: Schema transformation and data migration

class
creation

rules

attribute
creation

rules

instance
creation
process

attribute
assignment

process

Schema transformation Data migration
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In the following we give an example which we will later use to demonstrate all the class and at-
tribute creation rules. The ER-schema in Fig. 3 and the relational schema in Fig. 4 model a library of

books. A book can be written by several authors who in turn can have written several books. Multi-
ple copies of a specific book can be available in the library. Furthermore, the relationLibUser  stores
the users of the library and projects for which copies can be lent. External projects differ from com-
mon projects in having several external partners. The copies which are actually lent are registered in
Lending  whereby a copy must be lent by a certain library user for a certain project. After a book is
returned, the corresponding tuple in the relationLending  is moved toTerminatedLending .

4 Schema Transformation and Data Migration

In this chapter we present the four subparts of schema transformation and data migration, namely
class creation rules, attribute creation rules, instance creation process and attribute assignment proc-
ess. As these parts rely on the features of relational and object-oriented schemas, we first introduce a
formal notation with which the schemas and the relationship between a relational and an object-ori-
ented schema can be described. Then we investigate the operations with which the object-oriented
schema can be created step by step. With this formalism, it is possible to express a first set of trans-

Figure 3: EER schema of a library
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formation rules and we will demonstrate them in an example. Finally, we consider data migration
and propose two algorithms for instance creation and attribute assignment.

4.1  Formal Notation

The foundation of schema transformation and data migration is a formal model which includes the
description of the relational schema, the semantic enrichment, the object-oriented schema and the re-
lationship between the relational and object-oriented schema.

4.1.1  Relational Schemas

The definition of a relational schema contains elements like relations, attributes, keys of the relations
and the types of the attributes. To express the result of the semantic enrichment we add a set of inclu-
sion dependencies [EN94] to the schema. So far, we only consider functional dependencies limited
to those induced by keys, in other words, we expect the relational schema to be in third normal form
[EN94]. The formal model of relational schemas comprises:
• A finite set of relations
• A finite set of attributes
• A functionatt: ,
• A functionkey which determines the key of each relation: with the

restriction:
• A setTR of the basic, built-in types in relational databases.
• A function type from AR to TR which gives the type of each attribute.

Author (AuthID, Name, FirstName, Origin)
contains the authors of the books in the library

Book (BookID, Title, Publisher, Abstract)
contains the books of which copies are stored in the library

Written (BookID, AuthID)
defines a many-to-many relationship between books and authors

Copy (BookID, SerNumber, DateAcq, NrVolumes, State)
contains instances of books which are physically stored in the
library

LibUser(PID, Name, FirstName)
contains people who can lend books from the library

Address(PID, Street, City)
contains addresses of the library users

Project (PCode, Name)
contains projects for which books can be lent

ExtProject (PCode, Duration)
specialization of projects with external partner

Partner (PCode, Partner)
contains partner of external projects

Lending(BookID, SerNumber, LendingDate, PCode, PID)
contains copies which are actually lent by a certain
library user for a certain project

TerminatedLending (BookID, SerNumber, LendingDate, EndDate, PCode, PID)
contains the history when copies have been lent out

Figure 4: The relational schema of the library example

R r1 r2 r3 …, , ,{ }=
AR a1 a2 a3 …, , ,{ }=

R 2
AR→ att r i( ) ai1

ai2
ai3

…, , ,{ }=
key ri( ) aik1

aik2

aik3

…, , ,{ }=
key ri( ) att r i( )⊆
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• A set of inclusion dependenciesI where each element has the form  where r1 and
r2 are relations; A1 and A2 are subsets of  and  such that
and  with the following restrictions:  and

• A setIC, which is the transitive closure ofI.
The set of inclusion dependencies of the library example is represented in Tab. 1.

4.1.2  Object-Oriented Schemas

An object-oriented schema consists of a set of classes, an inheritance hierarchy, a set of attributes of
each class and the types of the attributes. The formal model of an object-oriented schema comprises:
• A set of classes
• A set of attributes
• A functionatt: ,
• A setTO of types which includes basic types as well as classes and set, list or tuple constructs

which can be described as follows:
type = simple_type | composed_type
simple_type = basic_type | classname
basic_type = int | char | ...
composed_type = set(type) | list(type) | tuple(a1: type, ... an: type)

• A function type from AO to TO which gives the type of each attribute
• A setH describing the class hierarchy, where each element has the form (c1, c2), denoting that c1

inherits from c2.

4.1.3  Relationship between the relational and object-oriented schema

Finally we formalize how the relational schema is transformed into the object-oriented schema:
• A total functionrel from C to R which denotes the relation to which a class is associated. At the

moment, we assume that each class is derived from exactly one relation.
• A function tt from TR to TO which transforms relational into object-oriented types. For example,

the relational typeVARCHAR would be mapped into the typeString  in O2.

I r1 A1 r2 A2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Written
Written
Copy
ExtProject
Lending
Lending
Lending
TerminatedLend.
TerminatedLend.
TerminatedLend.
Address
Partner

BookID
AuthID
BookID
PCode
BookID, SerNumber
PCode
PID
BookID, SerNumber
PCode
PID
PID
PCode

Book
Author
Book
Project
Copy
Project
LibUser
Copy
Project
LibUser
LibUser
ExtProject

BookID
AuthID
BookID
PCode
BookID, SerNumber
PCode
PID
BookID, SerNumber
PCode
PID
PID
PCode

Table  1: Inclusion dependencies in the library schema

r1 A1( , ) r2 A2( , )( , )
att r1( ) att r2( ) A1 a11

a12
a13

…, , ,{ }=
A2 a21

a22
a23

…, , ,{ }= A1 A2=
type a1i

( ) type a2i
( )=

C c1 c2 c3 …, , ,{ }=
AO a1 a2 a3 …, , ,{ }=

C 2
AO→ att ci( ) ai1

ai2
ai3

…, , ,{ }=
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4.2  Schema Transformation

In this chapter we introduce the class and attribute creation transformation rules. Before we present
these rules, we introduce three basic operations with which the object-oriented schema is incremen-
tally created.
• add_class(r, c): adds the class c toC so thatrel(c)=r
• add_attribute(c, a, t): adds an attribute a of type t to c so thata ∈ att(c) andtype(a)=t
• add_inheritance(c1, c2): denotes an inheritance relationship so that (c1, c2) ∈ H

4.2.1  Transformation Rules

Each class or attribute creation rule specifies the structure of a transformation pattern, a set of pre-
conditionsP and a sequence of basic operationsQ which are executed when the rule is applied. The
pattern consists of one or more parameterized elements of the relational schema, i.e. relations, at-
tributes or inclusion dependencies. The preconditions are predicates over elements of the pattern. All
preconditions have to hold when a rule is applied. The parameters with which the basic operations
are invoked are either elements of the pattern or new values. All the basic operations ofQ are execut-
ed when applying a rule. A certain pattern can only be transformed once. To ensure that a pattern
cannot be transformed again, it is marked after the rule is applied. In the following, class and at-
tribute creation rules are introduced with an informal description, the structure of the pattern and for-
mal lists of preconditionsP and operationsQ. Each rule is followed by an example which consists of
a pattern of the library schema and the code which represents the elements of the object-oriented
schema created by the operationsQ.

4.2.1.1  Class Creation Rules
Class creation rules are introduced to create the class structure of the object-oriented schema. This
comprises the declaration of the classes (without attributes) and of the inheritance hierarchy. Since a
class is derived from exactly one relation, there is only one rule for class creation. Extracting inherit-
ance relationships from a relational schema is a non-trivial task because it requires behavioural in-
formation as well. So far, our model does not support a formalization of behavioural information and
we present only one rule for the creation of inheritance relationships.

Rule 1:Class creation from relation
Creation of a class cnew derived from a relation r. This is the rule to create the classes themselves
as mentioned above. There is only one precondition necessary where the relation is defined from
which the class is derived.

Example:

Pattern Preconditions Operations

r ∈ R ¬∃c ∈ C: r = rel(c) add_class(r, cnew)

Pattern: r = Author

Result: class Author;
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Rule 2:Class inheritance by key inclusion dependency:
Inheritance relationships can be created when an inclusion dependency between the keys of two
relations exists. If for each tuple in a relation r1 a tuple with the same key in another relation r2 ex-
ists, this can be seen as a specialization because to a key in a tuple of r1 belong attributes of both
r1 and r2.

Example:

4.2.1.2  Attribute Creation Rules
Attribute creation rules are defined the same way as class creation rules. It is not necessary to com-
plete the class structure before creating attributes.
Rule 3:Attribute creation from relational attribute:

Add an attribute to a class c from the associated relation rel(c). This is the general rule which can
always be used for any attribute of any relation from which a class has been derived with rule 1.
Consequently this rule will be applied for attributes which can not be transformed with one of the
other attribute crreation rules, i.e. for attributes which do not appear in any set A1 in the inclusion
dependencies I.

Example:

Rule 4:Foreign key relationship:
Transform a foreign key dependency into object references. Foreign key constraint may represent

Pattern Preconditions Operations

id ((r1,A1),(r2,A2)) ∈ I ∃c1 ∈ C: r1 = rel(c1)
∃c2 ∈ C: r2 = rel(c2)
A1 = key(r1)
A2 = key(r2)
((r2, A2), (r1, A1)) ∉ IC

add_inheritance (c1, c2)

Pattern: id = ((ExtProject, {PCode}), (Project, {PCode}))

Result: class ExtProject inherit Project;

Pattern Preconditions Operations

r ∈ R
ar ∈ AR

∃c ∈ C: r = rel(c)
ar ∈ att(r)

add_attribute(c, ao, tt(type(ar)))

Pattern: r = Author
ar = AuthID

Result: class Author
AuthID: integer;
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a one-to-many relationship between two relations, so the result in the object-oriented schema is a
one-to-many relationship implemented by object references. A relation r1 has a foreign key A1
referencing the key A2 of the relation r2. The class c1 derived from r1 gets an attribute ac2 of type
c2, the class c2 derived from r2 gets an attribute ac1 of type set(c1).

Example:

Rule 5:Many-to-many relationship:
Transform a relation whose attributes are a concatenation of primary keys of two other relations
to many-to-many relationships. Such a relation may represent a binary many-to-many relation-
ship. Consider a relation r1 with only key attributes where one subset A1 references a relation r2
and the other subset A3 references r4. Then the classes c2 and c4 derived from r2 and r4 get set-val-
ued attributes whose elements reference instances of the other class.
Relations representing relationships of higher degrees or binary relationships with attributes must
be transformed into further classes.

Pattern Preconditions Operations

id ((r1,A1),(r2,A2)) ∈ I ∃c1 ∈ C: r1 = rel(c1)
∃c2 ∈ C: r2 = rel(c2)
A1 ⊆ att(r1)
A1 ∩ key(r1) = {}
A2 = key(r2)

add_attribute(c1, ac2, c2)
add_attribute(c2, ac1, set(c1))

Pattern: id = ((Lending, {PCode}), (Project, {PCode}))

Result: class Lending
project: Project;

class Project
lending_set: set(Lending);
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Example:

Rule 6:One-to-one relationship:
An inclusion dependency between the keys of two relations in both directions leads to a one-to-
one relationship which is implemented by adding single object references to both derived classes.
The preconditions of this rule are a subset from those of rule 2. Therefore, this case requires user
interaction for rule application.

Example:

Pattern Preconditions Operations

id1 ((r1,A1),(r2,A2)) ∈ I
id2 ((r3,A3),(r4,A4)) ∈ I

∃c2 ∈ C: r2 = rel(c2)
∃c4 ∈ C: r4 = rel(c4)
¬∃c1 ∈ C: r1 = rel(c1)
r1 = r3
key(r1) = att(r1)
A1 ∩ A3 = {}
A1 ∪ A3 = att(r1)
A2 = key(r2)
A4 = key(r4)

add_attribute(c2, ac4, set(c4))
add_attribute(c4, ac2, set(c2))

Pattern: id1 = ((Written, {BookID}), (Book, {BookID}))
id2 = ((Written, {AuthID}), (Author, {AuthID}))

Result: class Book
author_set: set(Author);

class Author
book_set: set(Book);

Pattern Preconditions Operations

id ((r1,A1),(r2,A2)) ∈ I ∃c1 ∈ C: r1 = rel(c1)
∃c2 ∈ C: r2 = rel(c2)
A1 = key(r1)
A2 = key(r2)

add_attribute (c1, ac2, c2)
add_attribute (c2, ac1, c1)

Pattern: id = ((Lending, {BookID, SerNumber}), (Copy, {BookID, SerNumber}))
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Rule 7:Weak entity relationship:
Create a one-to-many relationship from a relation where an inclusion dependency exists between
a proper subset of the key attributes and the key of another relation.

Example:

Rule 8:Multivalued attribute:
Transform a multivalued attribute with an atomic type into a set attribute of the corresponding
class.

Example:

Result: class Lending
copy: Copy;

class Copy
lending: Lending;

Pattern Preconditions Operations

id ((r1,A1),(r2,A2)) ∈ I ∃c1 ∈ C: r1 = rel(c1)
∃c2 ∈ C: r2 = rel(c2)
A1 ⊂ key(r1)
A2 = key(r2)

add_attribute (c1, ac2, c2)
add_attribute (c2, ac1, set(c1))

Pattern: id = ((Copy, {BookID}), (Book, {BookID}))

Result: class Copy
book: Book;

class Book
copy_set: set(Copy);

Pattern Preconditions Actions

id ((r1,A1),(r2,A2)) ∈ I ¬∃c1 ∈ C: r1 = rel(c1)
∃c2 ∈ C: r2 = rel(c2)
att(r1) = key(r1)
A1 ⊂ att(r1)
|att(r1)| = |A1| + 1
A2 = key(r2)

add_attribute (c2, ar1,
set(tt(att(r1) \ A1)))

Pattern: id = ((Partner, {PCode}), (ExtProject, {PCode}))
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Rule 9:Composite multivalued attribute:
Transform a composite multivalued attribute representing a tuple of atomic values into a set at-
tribute of tuples containing the composite attributes.

Example:

These nine transformation rules allow a transformation to an object-oriented schema which ex-
ploits object-oriented features. However it is possible that a user wants to define additional rules.
Since all rules are defined in the same structure, new rules can be added by defining the pattern struc-
ture, a set of preconditions and a sequence of operations.

4.3  Data Migration

Once the object-oriented schema is created, the process ofdata migration can start. The objective of
this task is the population of the object-oriented database based on the tuples of the relational data-
base. In contrast to schema transformation, this task will be executed automatically so that no inter-
action with the user is necessary. As mentioned above, data migration will be executed in two
separate steps. In the first step, all the required instances of the classes are created without consider-
ing values of attributes. These are assigned in the second step.

4.3.1  Instance Creation

In this section we present an algorithm for creating the instances of the object-oriented database. Be-
fore creating objects we have to know how to access instances. To simplify this problem we assume
the presence of an extension for each class where all instances of this class and all subclasses are
stored persistently.

Result: class ExtProject
partner: set(string);

Pattern Preconditions Operations

id ((r1,A1),(r2,A2)) ∈ I ¬∃c1 ∈ C: r1 = rel(c1)
∃c2 ∈ C: r2 = rel(c2)
att(r1) = key(r1)
A1 ⊂ att(r1)
A2 = key(r2)

add_attribute (c2, ar1,
set(tuple(att(r1) - A1)))

Pattern: id = ((Address, {PID}), (LibUser, {PID}))

Result: class LibUser
address_set: set(tuple(street: string,

city:   string));
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During the migration process objects are created and foreign key dependencies are transformed
into object references. Therefore objects are stored together with the key value of the related tuple in
the relational database, i.e. the extensions contain pairs of the form (object, key value).

4.3.2  Attribute Assignment

After the creation of all instances in the object-oriented database, we can start computing the values
of the instance attributes. The algorithms presented in this section are independent of the attribute
creation rules, i.e. changes or extensions of the attribute creation rules do not influence the attribute
assignment process. The way how values are assigned to the attributes is determined by the executed
patterns in the schema transformation process. Each pattern generates the code which computes the
values of the attributes created by its transformation rule. Since the value of an attribute has to be
computed from both, the relational and the object-oriented database, a pattern generates two queries
per attribute, one accessing the relational and one accessing the object-oriented database, i.e. one
SQL and one OQL query. The process of generating data migration is represented in Fig. 7. On the

left side the code generation process within schema transformation is displayed. The data migration
process consists of three nested loops like in Fig. 6 where the outermost one iterates over all exten-
sions, the second one over all objects in the current extension, and the innermost one over the at-
tributes of the current object. The SQL and OQL queries of the attribute assignment rules are shown
in Tab. 2. These queries contain variables which are replaced when the query is instanciated, i.e.
when a rule is applied for a certain pattern. Instantiated queries are given in the migration program in

foreach class c ∈ C traversing inheritance hierarchy bottom up do
foreach t ∈ rel(c) do

if ∀(et ∈ E c): et.key ≠ t.key

Ec += (new(c), t.key)

end

end

foreach (c,ci) ∈ H do

foreach et ∈ E c do

if ∀(eit ∈ E ci ): eit.key ≠ et.key

Ec += et

end

end

end

end

Figure 5: Algorithm for instance creation

foreach extension E c do
foreach (object o, key_value key) in E c do

foreach attribute a defined in class c in o do

a := fill_query_a(key)

end

end

end

Figure 6: Algorithm for attribute assignment
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the appendix. The operatorelement  is used as a shorthand for the extraction of the element of a sin-
gleton set. Not every attribute assignment requires both, an SQL and an OQL query. If both are nec-
essary, the SQL query is executed first and the result is given to the OQL query. Each query is
invoked with the instance key value (self.key in SQL-queries) as a parameter and returns the value of
the attribute. Both queries together determine the value of an attribute (see the assignment in the in-
nermost loop in Fig. 6).

Rule Attributes SQL Query OQL Query

3 r1(a0) c1(ac0) ac0 element(
select a0
from r1
where r1.key=self.key)

4 ac2 element(
select r1.A1
from r1
where r1.key=self.key)

element(
select e.object
from e in Ec2
where e.key = sql_res)

ac1 select r1.key
from r1
where r1.A1 = self.key

select e.object
from e in Ec1
where e.key in sql_res

Table  2: Attribute assignment queries

Extension

OODBS

Figure 7: Data Migration

Attribute

Instance

SQL StatementOQL Statement

relational
DBS

TR

Pattern

iterate extensions

iterate attributes

get value

query query

generate code

generate code

Migrator

iterate executed patterns

iterate transformation rules

create

r1(key, A1,...) c1(ac2: c2)

r2(key,...) c2(ac1:set(c1))
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5 ac3 select r1.A2
from r1
where r1.A1 = self.key

select e.object
from e in Ec3
where e.key in sql_res

ac2 select r1.A1
from r1
where r1.A2 = self.key

select e.object
from e in Ec2
where e.key in sql_res

6 ac2 element(
select e.object
from e in Ec2
where e.key = self.key)

ac1 element(
select e.object
from e in Ec1
where e.key = self.key)

7 ac2 element(
select e.object
from e in Ec2
where e.key = self.A1)

ac1 select e.object
from e in Ec1
where e.key.A1 = self.key

8 ar1 select r1.a1
from r1
where r1.A1 = self.key

9 ar1 select r1.A2
from r1
where r1.A1 = self.key

Table  2: Attribute assignment queries

r2(key,...) c2(ac3:set(c3))

r1(A1,A2)

r3(key,...) c3(ac2:set(c2))

r1(key, ...) c1(ac2: c2)

r2(key,...) c2(ac1:c1)

r1(A1,A, ...) c1(ac2: c2)

r2(key,...) c2(ac1:set(c1))

r1(A1,a1) c1(ar1: set(tt(ar1)))

r2(key,...)

r1(A1,A2) c1(ar1: set(tuple(A2))))

r2(key,...)
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5 The Architecture of the Migration Tool

The transformation rules and algorithms presented so far are not meant to be used manually by us-
ers. Instead, users should be provided with tool support. In this section, we sketch the architecture of
an extensive tool.

When a large database has to be migrated, it is obvious that the transformation rules have to be ap-
plied for a large number of patterns, and that at most points in time during the migration process sev-
eral transformation rules can be applied. Therefore the migration tool has to assist the user in several
respects to simplify the migration process. A full-fledged migration tool implements the following
tasks:
• visualizing the migration process and the artifacts it uses and manipulates.
• controlling the migration process,
• performing the transformation rule application, assuming all the parameters are already deter-

mined (the relation, possibly a class, attributes, inclusion dependencies, etc.), and
• proposing which rule to apply in a concrete situation,

These different tasks are reflected by the architecture sketched in Fig. 8.

The lowest level is calledTransformation Engine and implements the application of transforma-
tion rules. All concepts described in this paper belong to this level.

The function of the next level,Intelligent Rule Application, is to find out which transformation
rules should be chosen at a certain time. There are two cases where this level can support the user.
The first case occurs when several conflicting transformation rules can be applied at a certain time,
i.e. when the application of one rule disables the application of another rule. In this case, intelligent
rule application has to support priorities of transformation rules. The other case occurs when it is
possible to apply several non-conflicting transformation rules. An example of this case would be
“apply rule 4 for all foreign key dependencies”.

Migration Process Control guides the user and records the ongoing migration process. The user
thus has an overview of the migration process, i.e. about which parts of the schema have already
been or still have to be transformed. Furthermore, it is possible to undo parts of the migration proc-
ess.

Graphic Representation

Migration Process Control

Intelligent Rule Application

Transformation Engine

OODBSrelational DBS

Figure 8: Architecture of the Migration Tool
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Finally, the levelGraphical Representation visualizes all items of the migration process like the
relational and object-oriented schema, the transformation rules and the complete progress of the mi-
gration process.

6 Implementation

This chapter describes the prototype in which the concepts of schema transformation and data mi-
gration have been implemented. The prototype uses O2 as object-oriented DBMS for the object-ori-
ented target schema. To avoid programming an interface to another DBMS, O2 is also used to
simulate the relational DBMS in which the source schema is defined, without loss of generality. Pro-
gramming a gateway for a concrete relational DBMS is a trivial, yet time consuming task and cur-
rently beyond the scope of the prototype. Input for the prototype is a relational schema according to
the formal model in Chapter 4.1. The prototype contains an internal meta model to describe the rela-
tional and the object-oriented schema, their relationships and the transformation rules. The output of
the prototype is the definition of the relational and object-oriented schema and the migration pro-
gram. The generated code for the example can be found in the appendix.

6.1  Schema Transformation

The prototype uses the data definition language O2C to express the object-oriented schema. To im-
plement data migration within O2, the relational schema has to be encoded in O2C as well. For each
class of the object-oriented schema the following four parts are created: the declaration of the class
itself, a type for the key of the relation from which the class is derived, a type for the extension
which is a tuple of the object and the key type mentioned in Chapter 4.3.1, and the extension itself
which is defined with the keywordname.

6.2  Data Migration

After schema transformation the prototype creates code for an instance creation program  and an at-
tribute assignment program according to Chapter 4.3. The attribute assignment queries are embed-
ded in global functions which are invoked from the attribute assignment program. The code in the
appendix contains functions of the attributesAuthID  andBook_set  of classAuthor . Since the rela-
tional database is simulated in O2, the SQL query is implemented with an OQL query as well.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we argued for an interactive environment for transforming relational into object-orient-
ed database schemas. In contrast to other approaches, we propose an interactive and expandable
schema transformation process in order to obtain a more suitable object-oriented schema, and
present a method for automatic data migration. To that end, we introduced the concept of transfor-
mation rules which have a common structure: a pattern, a set of preconditions and a sequence of op-
erations. This structure is flexible enough for defining user-defined transformation rules. The process
of schema transformation generates a program for automatic data migration.

Thus, the contribution of this paper and our approach is that it
• provides a model for the flexible specification of transformation rules,
• proposes concrete transformation rules which exploit most of the object-oriented concepts,
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• is able to generate data migration programs from schema transformation information.
Object-relational DBMS do not automatically perform such a migration process. Thus, investigat-

ing in a migration process is also necessary when using an ORDBMS in order to profit from object-
oriented features.

Current approaches for schema transformation, including ours, only consider the structure of the
relational schema. In object oriented design the structure and behaviour influence each other and
cannot be devoloped independend. Thus, in our future work we will investigate how behavioural in-
formation can be added to the object-oriented schema.
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Appendix

The following presents an extract of the generated O2C code for the library example.

Declarations of the relational schema.
type Author_Type :tuple(

AuthID: integer,
Name: string,
FirstName: string,
Origin: string);

name Author :set(Author_Type);

Declarations of the object-oriented schema.
class Author inherit Object public type tuple(

Book_set: set(Book),
AuthID: integer,
Name: string,
FirstName: string,
Origin: string)

end;
type Author_KeyType :tuple(

AuthID: integer);
type Author_ExtType :tuple(

object: Author,
key: Author_KeyType);

name Author_Ext :set(Author_ExtType);

Generated implementation of instance creation of class Author.
program body instance_creation in application Migration
{
o2 Author_ExtType Author_ext_tuple;
o2 Author_Type Author_tuple;
o2 Author_KeyType Author_key_tuple;
o2 Author Author_object;
...
for(Author_tuple in Author)
{

Author_key_tuple.AuthID = Author_tuple.AuthID;
for(Author_ext_tuple in Author_Ext)
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if(!(Author_ext_tuple.key == Author_key_tuple))
{

Author_ext_tuple.object = new Author;
Author_ext_tuple.key = Author_key_tuple;
Author_Ext += set(Author_ext_tuple);

}
}
...
}

Generated functions for attribute assignment.
function Author_AuthID(Author_key_tuple: Author_KeyType): integer;
function body Author_AuthID(Author_key_tuple: Author_KeyType): integer
{

o2 integer result;
/* SQL query */
o2query(result,”element(select t.AuthID \
                        from t in Author \

where t.AuthID = $1)”,
Author_key_tuple.AuthID);

return(result);
};
function Author_Book_set(Author_key_tuple: Author_KeyType): set(Book);
function body Author_Book_set(Author_key_tuple: Author_KeyType): set(Book)
{

o2 set(Book) result;
o2 set(Book_KeyType) sql_res;
/* SQL query */
o2query(sql_res,”select tuple(BookID: t.BookID) \

from t in Written \
where t.AuthID = $1”,
Author_key_tuple.AuthID);

/* OQL query */
o2query(result,”select t.object \

from t in Book_Ext \
where t.key in $1”,
sql_res);

return(result);
};

Generated process of attribute assignment.
program body attribute_assignment in application Migration
{
o2 Author_ExtType Author_ext_tuple;
o2 Author_Type Author_tuple;
o2 Author_KeyType Author_key_tuple;
o2 Author Author_object;
...
for(Author_ext_tuple in Author_Ext)
{
Author_ext_tuple.object->Book_set = Author_Book_set(Author_ext_tuple.key);
Author_ext_tuple.object->AuthID = Author_AuthID(Author_ext_tuple.key);
Author_ext_tuple.object->Name = Author_Name(Author_ext_tuple.key);
Author_ext_tuple.object->FirstName = Author_FirstName(Author_ext_tuple.key);
Author_ext_tuple.object->Origin = Author_Origin(Author_ext_tuple.key);
}
...
};


